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INTRODUCTION 
The Schur subgroup of the Brauer group consists of classes of k-central 
simple algebras that arise as simple components of group rings over k of 
finite groups. The projective Schur subgroup is obtained in a similar way 
but by allowing twisted group rings. The projective Schur group relates to 
projective representations of finite groups in PGL,(k) as the Schur group 
relates to common representations of finite groups in G&(k). 
In Section 1 we introduce several subgroups of the Brauer group of a 
commutative ring. There are more questions than answers here. Even 
M2(Z) is not an epimorphic image of a twisted group ring for a finite 
group, but if 2 E U(R) then any M,(R) appears in this way. 
In Section 2 we introduce the root group and extend some work of 
Lorenz and Opolka [S]. A priori, it is not clear that an Azumaya algebra 
A over R that is presented as an epimorphic image of a twisted group ring 
of a finite group may also be obtained as the epimorphic image of such a 
group ring which is moreover itself an Azumaya algebra. In Theorem 2.8 
we establish that such a result does hold for certain interesting subgroups 
of the projective Schur group, i.e., the ones obtained by restricting atten- 
tion to abelian groups, p-groups, or nilpotent groups. We apply this in 
Theorem 2.11, thereby extending a result due to Lorenz and Opolka (in the 
context of an algebraic number field) to a connected, commutative ring. 
In Section 3 we establish a relation between generalized Clifford algebras 
and so called Clifford representations. We show that the abelian projective 
Schur group of B(R) coincides with the m-torsion part of the group of 
roots of unity contained in k, if and only if the Merkuriev-Suslin theorem 
holds for R. 
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In Section 4 we study some large subgroups of the projective Schur 
group. There is no example known of a field k such that Br(k) is not equal 
to the projective Schur group; of course the equality holds for number 
fields (Lorenz and Opolka) and for fields containing enough roots of unity 
(via the Merkuriev-Suslin theorem). A proof of this equality over a field k 
would lead to a non-K-theoretic proof of the Merkuriev-Suslin theorem 
(if we do not use this theorem in proving the equality of course). In 
Theorem 4.9, we show that, for a field k, the projective Schur group con- 
tains the rational Brauer group under a mild condition on k; Theorem 4.5 
allows us to embed other subgroups of the Brauer group of R given in 
terms of Kummer type extensions of R, in the projective Schur group; in 
this way we rediscover a proof for the equality of Br(k) and the projective 
Schur group of k in the case were k is a number field. For other links with 
character theory of projective representations and ray-symmetry in the 
Brauer group we refer to [7]. 
1. THE PROJECTIVE SCHUR GROUP 
R will always denote a connected, commutative ring, all Galois exten- 
sions S of R are commutative and connected. For two finite groups G, 
and Gz, we have a canonical map H*(G,, U(R))xH*(G,, U(R))+ 
H2(G, x G2, U(R)). This defines an inductive system of commutative 
groups. Let 9 = lim +G H’(G, U(R)) be the limit, where G runs over the 
finite groups. 
For any subgroup 2 of 3, we can define a subgroup of Br(R) as 
follows: given [A] E Br(R), there might exist a twisted group ring RG’, 
where [c] E H2(G, U(R)) c H’, such that A is an epimorphic image of RG’, 
for some A in the class under consideration. Note that RG” is defined by 
the multiplication rule: ug . u,, = c( g, /z)~,~ for g, h E G. The set of classes of 
algebras which can be represented in this way is called the X-Schur group 
of R and denoted by S%(R). 
Now let 63 be some class of groups closed under finite product. We write 
S@(R) for the set of classes of Azumaya algebras over R that are repre- 
sented by twisted groups rings RG’, where GE @ and c E H2(G, U(R)). 
LEMMA 1.1. The sets S*(R) and S@’ are subgroups of Br( R). 
Proof: This is an easy consequence of the fact that, if A is represented 
by RG’ and B by RHd, then R(G x H)cx d represents A Q B. Note that this 
observation also applies to obtain the inverse of [A], since Br(R) is a 
torsion group. 1 
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EXAMPLES 1.2. (1) Put 2 = 1. Then S(R) in Br(R) is the Schur group. 
This terminology is consistent with the one used for fields. 
(2) Put X = 8. In this case, the &‘-Schur group is called the projec- 
tive Schur group or Clifford Schur group and denoted by CS(R). 
(3) For %’ c Xi we obtain S(R) E Sx(R) z S*‘(R) c_ CS(R). 
(4) Let @ be the class of finite abelian groups, then we write CYb(R) 
for S@(R). 
(5) Let p be the class of finite nilpotent groups, then we write 
CS”“( R) for S ka. 
(6) Let p be the class of p-groups, then we write CSp( R) for Sp(R). 
(7) We write CS,(R) for the classes in Br(R) containing elements 
which are epimorphic images of twisted group rings that are Azumaya 
algebras. Note that the tensor product of two Azumaya algebras is again 
an Azumaya algebra, so CS,(R) is a group. Similar definitions hold for 
SC(R) and S:(R), in particular for CSib( R) and CSz(R). We recall that 
RG’ is Azumaya when IG( E U(R). 
We point out two ways of characterizing elements of CS(R), namely by 
means of Clifford systems and by group rings defined by actions. A Clifford 
system for a ring R is an epimorphic image of a G strongly graded ring, in 
other words R = COEG M,, where each M, is an invertible R = R, 
bimodule such that M, 0 M, z M,, for all D, r in G. Clearly, if Pit(R) = 1, 
then M, E R as R-module, so a Clifford system is then CocG Ru,, where 
~4,. U, = C(CJ, T)u,,, for all O, r E G, and C(CJ, r) E U(R) is a factor set. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Zf [A ] E CS( R), then some A E [A] may be repre- 
sented by a central Clifford system for some finite group G. 
Zf Pit(R) = 1, then the element of CS(R) correspond exactly to the classes 
of the central Clifford systems for finite groups. 
Proof If [A] E CS(R) is given by rc : RG’ -H A, then it is clear that A 
is a central Clifford system for G. Conversely, if Pit(R) = 1 and A is a 
Clifford system for G, then A = CocG Ru, with U, . u, = ~(0, r)u,,; 0, z E G 
and therefore A is the epimorphic image of RG’. 1 
A different characterization of the projective-Schur algebras is by means of 
actions of the group G. 
Let B be an R-algebra, cp : G + Aut,(B) be a group homomorphism. 
Then we define B*,G to be eosGBu,, where u,.b=cp(b)u, and 
u,u, = u,,. We first prove a lemma 
LEMMA 1.4. Zf 2 E U(R) then M,(R) is an epimorphic image of a twisted 
group ring RP, for a suitably chosen group P. 
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Proof: Let P be the group generated by all permutation matrices and 
the matrices having f 1 on the diagonal and zero elsewhere. P is a finite 
group. We claim that it spans M,(R) as R module. The matrix having 2 at 
the (1, 1) entry and zero elsewhere, belongs to span(R). Since 2 E U(R), we 
can pick any column of a permutation matrix as a first column and 
complete the matrix with zeros. This implies that P spans M,,(R). 1 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Any class [A] E CS(R) can be represented us the 
epimorphic image of a twisted group ring M,(R) *‘p G, for some n E N, for 
some finite group G and an R-action cp :G -+ Aut(M,(R)). Conversely, tf 
Pit(R) = 1 and 2 E U(R), then any Azumaya algebra over R appearing as the 
epimorphic image of a M,,(R) *q G for some finite group G, is necessarily 
representing a class in CS(R). 
Proof (i) Let x: RG’ ++ A be a representation of A, for some 
CE H’(G, U(R)). Let RG’= elrsc Ru,. 
Right multiplication by u;’ in RG’ corresponds to a matrix M, in 
M,JR) with respect to the basis u,, (T E G. The rule u, . u, = c(a, r)u,, can 
be translated to M,M, = c(a, z) ’ M,,. 
M, is invertible, for all rr E G, since c: G + U(R) takes its values in the 
units of R. Hence cp :G + Aut(M,(R)): u I-+ (pb, where cpo: M,(R) + M,(R): 
x H M,xM; ‘, is well defined. 
Let D=M,(R) erp G= QOt(; M,(R)U,. Here UOx= qo(x)Ud, for all 
UEG. 
Put W, = U, . M, ‘. Then W,xW, ’ = U,M, ‘xM, U, ’ = 
Uoqal(x)U,= ~p~cp;‘(x)=x. So W, is central in D. 
W,, W, = U,M,‘U,M, ’ = UJJ,cp;‘(M, ‘)M;’ = U,,M; ‘M, I = 
W,,M,,M;‘M;’ = c(a, t) W,,. Hence D = M,(R)*, GZ eoeC 
M,(R) W,, where W, is central in M,(R) and satisfies W,, = 
c((T, r) W, W,. Then D = M,,(R) Q 0, E o R W, s M,,(R) @ RG” E 
MJRG’). As a consequence, D ++ M,(A), proving the first part of 
theorem. 
(ii) Conversely, suppose Pit(R) = 1 and let there be given a group 
morphism cp : G + Aut,(M,(R)). Since in this case the analogue of the 
Noether-Skolem theorem applies (cf. [3, p. 66, Proposition 6.11). There 
exists a matrix M, in M,(R) such that M,xM;‘= ~Jx). Let 
x:M,(R) +V G = eOeG M,,(R) U, + A be a representation. Then W, = 
U,M, r commutes with M,,(R). We calculate W, W, = U,M;’ U,M;’ = 
U,,ITJ,~~,-~(M;~)M;” = U,,M;‘M;‘. Take x E M,,(R), then 
M,,M, ‘M, lx = M,,M;‘cp;‘(x)M,’ = M,,cp;‘cp,‘(~)M;‘M,~ = 
cp,,cp; ‘vpb ‘C+fdCIM, ‘. 
Since cp:G + Aut(M,(R)) is a group morphism, it follows that 
M,,M, ‘M, lx = xM,,M;‘M, ‘, i.e., M,,M;‘M;’ = c(o, Z)E U(R), 
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where c is a 2-cocycle. Also W, W, = ~(0, r ) W,,, . We conclude M,(R) *,,, G = 
0 aczo M,(R) W, = Mn(R)Q Ooeci R W, = M,(R) Q RG” = M,(RG’). 
By the lemma, M,(R) can be written as epimorphic image of RP. So we 
find that A is an epimorphic image of RPQ RG’, hence of R(P x G)’ xc. 1 
Efforts to avoid conditions on U(R) in Lemma 1.4. are in vain, as the 
following theorem shows 
THEOREM 1.6. M2(Z) is not the image of a twisted group ring ZG’, for 
any finite group G and any cocycle CE Z*(G, ( f l}). 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that z:ZG” -++ M*(Z) is a representa- 
tion. Let H = G x, { f 1 } be the semidirect product. Then $ :ZH + M*(Z): 
(a, g) H an(g) is also a representation. Hence I&Z-Z) is a finite subgroup of 
GL,(Z) spanning M,(Z) as a z-module. Let r:GZ,(Z) + PGL,(Z) be the 
canonical map, S=(y -A), S’=z(S), U=(y -:), U’=z(U), V=(y h), 
V’ = z( V). Note that S* = U3 = -Z, I’* = I. s: { + l} + {V’} : - 1 H v’ is a 
section of det: PGL,(Z) + ( f l}, h ence PGL,(Z) = PSL,(Z) x (V’). Let L 
be the projection of T 0 I(/(H) on PSL,(Z). 
By [ 10, p. 13 11, PSL,(Z) is the free product of the group generated by 
S’ and the group generated by U’, cyclic groups of order 2 and 3, respec- 
tively. By KuroS’s subgroup theorem (cf. [ll, p. 1671) any subgroup of 
(S’) * (U’) has the form F * K, * K2, where F is a free group and K, 
(resp. K2) is a subgroup conjugated to a subgroup of (S’ ) (resp. ( U’ )). 
When we apply this to the finite group L, we see that F has to be trivial. 
Also, either K, or K2 has to be trivial, otherwise K, * K, 1 Z/2E * Z/3iz is 
infinite. So L is conjugate to (S’) or to (U’) and inner conjugation with 
some element of GL,(Z) yields a representation where L = (S’) or 
L=(U’). Then Hr(-Z,S, V)=A or Hc(-I, U, V)=B. Note that 
A z D,, B c D,, the diheder group of 8 resp. 12 elements. By inspection, 
one sees that the row sums of elements of A (resp. B) are constant 
modulo 2 (resp. modulo 3). Since this property carries over to linear 
combinations, this proves that neither A nor B span M,(Z) as a Z-module. 
A fortiori this is true for L, a contradiction. 1 
Not much is known about the projective-Schur group of a commutative 
ring. Over valuation rings, for example, the theory should intertwine with 
the theory of modular representations of finite groups. The projective- 
Schur group is much bigger than the Schur group. In fact, we conjecture 
that Br(k) = GS(R) for any field k. For k an algebraic number field, this is 
already proved by Lorenz and Opolka (cf. [S], see also further). However, 
for a commutative ring, the theory is presumably much more complicated, 
since the analogue of the Merkuriev-Suslin theorem is not valid for them, 
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even in the presence of enough roots of unity. For an investigation of the 
limitations of representing Azumaya algebras by means of crossed products 
or similar constructions, we refer to Childs [2]. 
2. THE ROOT-GROUP 
Let RG’= eoeG Ru; be a twisted group ring, with c E H’(G, U(R)). We 
say that 0 E G is c-regular if it satisfies ~(0, z) = c(r, cr) for all z in G which 
commute with (T. This condition is independent on the particular cocycle in 
the class of c. When c is c-regular then so are 0-I and zcrr - ’ for any z E G. 
Let Cj be a conjugacy class of G consisting of c-regular elements. Then 
c d E G, U, is called a c-ray-class sum. 
Definef,:GxG-+U(R): (~,~)Hc(~,~)/c(~z(T~‘,~). Clearlyf,(a,r)=l 
when z is c-regular and 0 commutes with r. 
In [6], Nauwelaerts and Van Oystaeyen prove the following theorem 
THEOREM 2.1. In every class of H’(G, U(R)), there exists a cocycle 
satisfying fJa, z) = 1 for all c-regular z and a arbitrary. Zf c is chosen in this 
way, then the center of RG” is freely generated as an R-module by the 
c-ray-class sums. 
In general, the c-regular elements do not form a group. (Conditions to 
ensure this can be found in [7], as well as an investigation of the center 
of RG’.) However, the central elements of G which are c-regular form a 
subgroup of Z(G), the center of G. We further denote this group by Z(G),. 
A necessary condition for RG’ to have center R is that Z(G), = 1. For an 
abelian group, this condition is also sufficient. As far as the projective- 
Schur group is concerned, the following result allows us to restrict atten- 
tion to the case where Z(G), = 1. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let R be a commutative ring, then for any [A] E CS(R), 
we may assume that it is given by an epimorphism rt: RG’ -W A, where 
Z(G), = 1. Zf A E CS,(R), then we may require RG’ to be an Azumaya 
algebra. 
Proof Since Z(G), is central in G, we have an exact sequence 
1 -+ Z(G), A G i, G/Z(G), + 1. 
For any S E G/Z(G),, choose an s E G such that j(s) = S. Then 
A(& i) st =s. t defines an element ~EZ~(G/Z(G),, Z(G),). Note that we 
write st for the element mapped on S. i and s. t denotes the product of s 
and t in G. 
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Now C: G/Z(G), + U(RZ(G)f): E(& i)t+ (c(s, t)/c(l(i, i), st)) u~(~,~) is a 
2-cocycle. The verification of this fact is a chore for the assiduous reader. 
We claim R(Z(G),)‘(G/Z(G),)“~ RG’. To fix notation, we write u,, v, 
for the elements of R(Z(G),)‘, w,, wi for those of R(Z(G),)‘(G/Z(G),)“, 
and u,, u, for the elements of RG”. 
We claim that the following is an R-algebra isomorphism: 
Y: NZ(GM’(GIZ(G),)‘-+ NW: c ao,su,ws~~ ao,s~,~us, 
where a,,, E R. 
Clearly, it is an isomorphism between R-modules. We have to check that 
it is an algebra map. 
We calculate 
Y(U,Wi’UrWi)=Y(UoUrC(S, i)Wfi) 
So y is as claimed. 
Now consider t,b = 7c 0 y : R(Z(G),)‘(G/Z(G),)’ ++ A. Clearly, v, is central 
in R(Z(G),)‘(G/Z(G),)‘. Consequently, Ic/(u,) is central in A, hence an 
element of U(R). 
Define de Z’(G/Z(G),, U(R)) by 
d: G/Z(G), x G/Z(G), -+ U(R): (5, i) I-+ c(i;fi-;: sf) IL(U,(,i,). 
Let furthermore two maps T and p be defined as 
7: R(Z(G),)‘(G/Z(G),)‘-, R(G/Z(G)J’: U,W~H $(u,)u, 
p:R(G/Z(G),)d+k w,H~(u,). 
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These are algebra morphisms and we have a commutative diagram 
R(Z( G);)‘( G/Z( G);)” “, A 
Since tj is by assumption an epimorphism, so is p. So we can replace (G, c) 
by (G/Z(G),, d). Continuing this procedure, we arrive at a representation 
where Z(G)z = 1. 
To prove the second assertion, we remark that R(G/Z(G),)d is the 
epimorphic image of RG’. Since the latter is Azumaya, so is the former. 1 
When we restrict the map f, of the beginning of the section to G x Z(G), 
we obtain a pairing 
fc: GxZ(G)+ U(R): (a, ,)# 
> 
as the reader can easily verify using standard cocycle computations. If 
Z(G), is trivial, then this pairing is non-degenerate with respect to Z(G). 
Let n = exp(Z(G)), then the nth roots of unity belong to R. As stated in 
this way, Theorem 2.2 extends Hilfsatz 1 of Lorenz and Opolka (cf. [S, 
p. 1771). The group Z(G), can be seen as an obstruction for R to have 
sufficient roots of unity. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The group Z(G), will be called the root group of 
(‘2 cl. 
In case G is abelian, Z(G) = G. We then have a pairingf, : G x G + U(R) 
which is symplectic, i.e., fc(q, r) =f,(r, a) ‘. We define rad(G) = 
(0 E G; Vr E G :ff(d, r) = 1 }. Symplectic pairings on abelian groups have 
thoroughly been investigated by 8. a. Zmud in [12]. We quote two of his 
results for future reference. 
THEOREM 2.4. A non-degenerate symplectic pairing on an abelian group 
is isometric to an orthogonal sum of hyperbolic planes, i.e., 
(G, S,) g li(Z/ni if X z/ni z, Yi), 
where yi is a non-degenerate pairing. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let G be an arbitraryfinite abelian group. Up to isometry, 
there exists exactly one pairing on G having cyclic radical. 
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For the proofs, we refer to E. M. zmud [12, p. 23, Theorem 3.14 and 
p. 17, Theorem 3.7, respectively]. 
We now proceed to prove that the distinction made in Section 1 
Example 1.2(7) is unnecessary, at least for CSz(R) and CSzb(R). More 
succinctly stated, CSzb(R) = CSab(R) and CSi”(R) = CSni’(R). First, we 
have to prove some lemmas 
LEMMA 2.6. Let n: : RG’ -H A represent a non-commutative R-algebra A, 
where G is a p-group. Then RG’ is an Azumaya algebra when A is. 
Proof: Let ‘$I be a maximal ideal containing p. Since G is a p-group, 
any element of G has order a power of p and Z(G) # 1. Let 0 E Z(G), f E G, 
ord( 0) = pa. 
We have u,,u,=fJe, z) u,u,. Since o*“= 1 andf, is a pairing,f,(a, z) is - - 
a p th root of unity. In R/%X @ RG’, we rewrite this as i&U, = fc(rr, T) u,u, 
and fr(a, r) = 1 in R/1)32, because fc(cr, r) is a pth root of unity. Then ii, 
commutes with ii,. Since o was chosen in Z(G), this proves that 
Z(G) = Z(G),. Then as in Theorem 2.4, we can divide G by Z(G), in the 
representation of R/rPZ Q A. Continuing this procedure until G is trivial, we 
see that R/!JJI already represents R/!lJI @ A, contradicting the fact that A is 
non-trivial. Hence p E U(R) and RG” is an Azumaya algebra. 1 
LEMMA 2.7. Let G=GlxG,, ccZ2(G, U(R)). If (G,( and IG21 have no 
common prime factors, then RGf and RG’, commute in RG’ and RG’g 
RGf QRG’,. 
ProofI We know that c defines a pairing fc on G1 x Gz. By our assump- 
tion on the orders of G, and Gz, such a pairing is necessarily trivial. But 
if IJ E G1, r E Gz, then U,U, = fc(c, r) u,u,. Hence u, and u, commute. The 
other assertion is a direct consequence of this fact. a 
THEOREM 2.8. (i) CSgb(R) = CSab(R). 
(ii) CS$(R) = (X*(R). 
(iii) CSF( R) = CS”“( R). 
Proof. Part (ii) is essentially Lemma 2.6. The proofs of (i) and (iii) are 
similar. We prove (iii). Let R: RG’ ++ A represent A, where G is a nilpo- 
tent group. Then G = np G,, where G, is a Sylow p-group of G. We may 
assume that A is not equal to R, otherwise there is nothing to prove. 
T=(p;pprime,pdivides /G/,andp$U(R)), A=(p;pprime,pdivides 
[Cl, and PE U(R)}. We have to prove that r= 4 for a suitably chosen 
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nilpotent group G. If not, let p E r be contained in a maximal ideal of R, 
say m. We fix some notations: 
n = (q; q prime, q divides JGl, and q # G), .d=RG;, 
93 = Qqsn RG;, V= &,erRG;, 9 = Qqed RG;. 
By Lemma 2.7, d, 99, 59, and 9 can be seen as subalgebras of RG’. Let 
acZ(G,), LEG,. As in Lemma2.6, U,ii,=U,U, in Rf!W@RG’. If r.EG,, 
this equality already holds in RG’, hence a fortiori in R/%N 0 RG ‘. 
So we see that (T E Z(G),. r-~ : R/%Jl @ a -+ R/!Bl 0 A is an epimorphism, by 
an argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.6. 
If we decompose Rj!Ul@9 in its connected components, then exactly 
one component is mapped isomorphically to R/!Vl@ A. Now the rank of 
this component divides ( Gl/ 1 G,I ( see, e.g., [4, u, 24-3c]), hence so does the 
rank of A. 
Since p E r was chosen arbitrarily, we conclude [A : R] divides 
IW-I,d- IG,l. If A were empty, then this implies that [A : R] = 1, con- 
tradicting our hypothesis concerning A. Let ‘$3 be any maximal ideal of R. 
Case 1. ‘3I n r = 4. In this case, RfW @ 9? and R/Yll 0 93 are Azumaya 
algebras and R/%N Q A = Op,pdivides IG/ ~(R/fm 0 RG”). 
If p E r, then p doesn’t divide [A : R]. Since the simple components of 
R/YJl Q RG; have rank a power of p, x(R/IIJZ 0 RG;) = R/9X. This proves 
that 7~: R/%X Q 9 -+ R/%l 0 A is surjective. 
Case 2. !JJI n r= {p}. We already know that R/%ll@ RG; can be dis- 
carded in order to represent R/!JJl@ A. Then, as in the first case, the other 
primes r of r yield twisted group algebras R/YJl@ RGf which are mapped 
to R/W. We conclude that 7c : R/Y.R @ 9 + R1Y.N Q A is surjective. Since this 
holds for any maximal ideal !JJI of R, we see that rr: 9 + A is surjective, i.e., 
A is represented by the Azumaya algebra oqEd RG;. 1 
The roundabout we had to take in order to prove the last part of the 
above theorem was largely due to the fact that the decomposition RG’= 
Q, RG’ doesn’t give a corresponding decomposition in A. Indeed, such a 
decomposition would follow if z(RGi) were an Azumaya algebra, something 
we don’t know a priori. Actually, the above theorem proves a slightly better 
result, viz. that any Azumaya algebra which is represented by a twisted 
group ring RG’, where G is nilpotent, admits a representation where 
(Gl E U(R). In such a situation, we can prove a result which is very familiar 
in the field case. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let 71: RG” ++ A represent A, where IG( E U(R). Then A 
is a component of RG’. 
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Proof: Let B be the unique component of RG’ which is not mapped to 
0 by K and let Z be its center. Then Z is separable over R. Since n(Z) lies 
in the center of R, n(Z) = R. The separability of Z implies that the kernel 
of II ) Z is idempotent generated (cf. [3, p. 96, Corollary 2.61). But Z is 
connected. Hence Z = R, B is an Azumaya algebra over R, and R: B + A 
is an isomorphism. 1 
Let m = exp{oE R; o is a root of unity}. Define Br(R)(m) = 
(x~Br(R);x~=l}, Br(R),={x~Br(R);xPu=l}. 
The groups CSab(R) and CS’““(R) are contained in rather delimited 
subgroups of the Brauer group. In order to formulate this more precisely, 
we first prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let RG’ be a twisted group ring, where G is a p-group and 
PE U(R). Decompose RG’ in its connected components RG’= n:=, Bi. 
Then [Bi : R] is a power of p for each i. 
ProoJ: Let ‘9JI be any maximal ideal R. We claim that the set of 
c-regular and F-regular elements are equal. Indeed, let 0 and T be 
commuting elements of G. Then we have u,u,=f,(c, r) ~,a,, i&U,= 
f?(a, f) ii,&,. Since fc(o, r) is a pa-th root of unity and p$YJI fJa, z)= 
1 ~f~(a, r) = 1. This proves the claim. Now the number of components of 
RG’ is t, the number of conjugate classes of c-regular elements (cf. [6, 
p. 53, Theorem 2.41). Hence RG’ has as many components as R/YJIQ RG”. 
R/%X @ RG’ = n:= 1 R/‘3JI Q Bi is a decomposition of R1Y.I 0 RG”. Then 
[R/9JI@Bi: R/!N] divides JGI (cf. [4, v, 24-3~1). Hence [B,: R] = 
[Rf!VI @ Bi : R/m] is a power of p. 1 
THEOREM 2.11. (i) CSab(R) s Br(R)(m). 
(ii) C!?““(R) z Br(R),. 
(iii) CS”“(R) s nplm Br(R),. 
Proof (i) Let rr: RG’ * A represent A. By Theorem 2.2, we may 
assume that Z(G), is trivial, hence RG’ has center R. Then by Theorem 2.8, 
we may further assume that G E U(R). Hence RG’ is an Azumaya algebra 
with center R and n is an isomorphism. Decompose (G,f,) in an 
orthogonal sum of hyperbolic planes (G, f,) g I,(Z/n,Z x Z/nib, yi). This 
can be done in view of Theorem 2.4. Write Hi for Z/n,Z x Z/n,Z. RG’ = 
@RHf and RH,! is an Azumaya algebra over R. 
But [RH;: R] =nf. Now exp(RHF) divides [RH,: R] (cf. [9, p. 1351). 
Then exp( RG ‘) divides 1.c.m. (ni) = exp( G). 
On the other hand, exp(G) ) m, since there exists a non-degenerate 
pairing fE : G x G + U(R). 
481/13712-18 
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(ii) Let n: RG” --tf A represent A, where G is this time a p-group. By 
Lemma 2.6, we may assume that p E U(R). Then by Theorem 2.9, A is 
isomorphic to a component of RG”. By the lemma, [A : R] is a power of 
p. Since exp(A)I [A : R] by the abovementioned theorem (cf. [9, p. 1351) 
CA1 E WR),. I 
(iii) Let A be represented by RG”, where G is a nilpotent group. By 
Theorem 2.9, we may assume that 1 GI E U(R). Let G = I$ G, be a decom- 
position of G in its Sylow p-groups. For different primes p and q, RG; and 
RG; commute, hence RG“ = @RG;. Then x(RG;) is an Azumaya algebra 
with center R. So A g @n(RG;). By (ii), [x(RG;)] E f&-(R), and the asser- 
tion is proved. 1 
Remark 2.12. Theorem 2.11 has already been proved in the special case 
of a number field by Lorentz and Opolka. They even prove that equality 
holds in this case (see also further Section 4). As we will see in the next 
paragraph, the equality in (i) is equivalent to the famous Merkuriev-Suslin 
theorem. 
3. GENERALIZED CLIFFORD ALGEBRAS 
As is already illustrated by Theorem 2.2, the twisted group algebra RG”, 
where Z(G), = 1, plays an important role in the study of the projective- 
Schur group. In particular, when G is an abelian group, the fact that (G, c) 
has a trivial root group assures us that RG’ has center R. By Theorem 2.8, 
we may moreover assume that the algebra classes in CPb(R) are repre- 
sented by Azumaya algebras over R. Clearly, it is not true that any 
c E Z*(G, U(R)) gives rise to a representation (G, c) with trivial root group. 
Since these representations yield the classes of CSab(R), we single them out 
for further study. We begin with cyclic groups and products of them. 
Notation 3.1. Cr = (E/nZ)“. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A representation (Cr, c) is called a generalized 
Clifford representation iff its root group is equal to C, for odd m and trivial 
for even 112. 
Equivalently, f,: G x G + U(R) has radical C, or trivial, when m is odd 
or even, respectively. So we can use results of 8. M. Zmud concerning sym- 
plectic pairings on abelian groups. We first prove a lemma on matrices 
over ZlnZ 
LEMMA 3.3. Let m E N, T,,, is an m by m matrix with entries in Z/nZ defined 
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by (tij), where t,=Q ifi=j, t,=l ifl<i<j<m, tV= -1 ifl<j<i<m. 
Then T,,, is invertible lff m is even. 
Proof. If m is odd, then T,,,x = 0, where x is the column consisting of 
l’s at the even row numbers and -1’s at the odd ones. So T,,, can’t be 
invertible in this case. If m is even, then by induction, one easily proves 
that det( T,) = 1, hence T,,, is invertible. 1 
DEFINITION 3.4. An algebra A is called a generalized Clifford algebra of 
rank m iff there exist generators ui, . . . . u, in A satisfying U: E U(R), 
uiuj = ouju,. Here w  is a fixed n th root of unity. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let R = k be a field, (I’, q) a vector space equipped with 
a non-degenerate quadratic form. An algebra A is called a Clifford algebra 
iff there exists a map I: I’+ A satisfying n(v)* = q(v) and n(V) generates A. 
These requirements determine A up to isomorphism. Now let 
4 = (4, es’, aN) be a diagonalisation of (V, q), then we write ui for n(xi). 
Easy calculations show that U: = ai and uiuj = -ujui. Hence A is a 
generalized Clifford algebra. This justifies our terminology. 
THEOREM 3.6. A representation (Cr, c) is a generalized Clifford 
representation iff (RC,m)C is a generalized Clifford algebra. 
Proof: Let (Cr , c) be a generalized Clifford representation. We write ui 
instead of uX,, where xi E Cr. Then f,: Cz x Cr + U(R) is a symplectic 
pairing on CT. On the other hand, let {x,, . . . . x,] be a set of generators 
of C; and define a pairing A on Cr by the rule A: Cz x Cr --) U(R): 
A(xi, xi) = w’Q. Here tii are the matrix entries of T of Lemma 3.3. 2 is a 
symplectic pairing too. 
If m is even, then f, and 3, are both non-degenerate, the former by defini- 
tion, the latter by the lemma. We now invoke Theorem 2.5 to conclude that 
(Cr, cl and (Cr, 2) are isomorphic. Hence, there exists a set of generators 
IX i, . . . . x,} of Cr such that uiuj = OUjUi if 1 < i <j < m. Also, ~7 E U(R), 
by definition. This proves that A is a generalized Clifford algebra. 
If m is odd, then f, has cyclic radical, by definition. We know that 1 is 
degenerate, by the lemma. But x1 XT- ’ . . . x, E Z(G),, as is easily seen. 
Also, II (xi, . . . . x, _ i ) is non-degenerate, by the lemma. Then 1 has cyclic 
radical. We make use once again of Theorem 2.5 to conclude that the two 
symplectic forms are isomorphic. As above, A will be a generalized Clifford 
algebra. 
Conversely, if A is a generalized Clifford algebra, then we define 
c:C;xCT+U(R): c(x~,xf)=d@ if l<i<j<m, c(x;,xf)=l if 
l<j<i<m, c(x;,xf)=l if i=j, a+/?<n, c(xP,xf)=uiif i=j, a+/I>n. 
The reader may verify by a tedious but straightforward calculation that c 
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defines a 2-cocycle and f;. = j+. Hence (Cr, c) is a generalized Clifford 
representation. Clearly, c has been constructed so that RG’ z A. 1 
THEOREM 3.7. A generalized Clifford algebra of even rank is isomorphic 
to a tensor product of generalized quaternion algebras. 
Proof Let RG’ = A be a generalized Clifford algebra. Then (G, c) is a 
generalized Clifford representation. By Theorem 2.4, we can decompose 
(G, f,) = li(Hi, y,), where (Hi, yi) is a non-degenerate hyperbolic plane. 
According to this decomposition, we can write RG“ = oi RHf . But RH,? 
is generated by xi, x1 satisfying xi x2 = oxzxl , x1 E U(R) for i = 1, 2. Hence 
RH,?’ is a generalized quaternion algebra. 1 
CSab(R) is further delimited by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.8. CSab(R) is generated by the classes of generalized quater- 
nion algebras. 
Proof Let [A] E C,Yb(R). As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 l(i), we may 
require that RG’ z A and RG’ g @ i Hi. Since (Hi, yi) is a hyperbolic 
plane, RH,! is a generalized quaternion algebra. 1 
Let m be defined as after Theorem 2.9. 
COROLLARY 3.9. CSab( R) = Br( R)(m) iff the Merkuriet;Suslin theorem 
holds for R. 
Proof The Merkuriev-Suslin theorem asserts that Br(R)(m) is 
generated by generalized quaternion algebras, so this is just a reformula- 
tion of Theorem 3.8. 1 
By the corollary, we know that the inequality in Theorem 2.11(i) is an 
equality for all fields. If it is possible to prove the equality without invoking 
the Merkuriev-Suslin theorem, this proof could be used to prove the latter 
by a purely ring theoretic argument instead of using K-theory. However, 
one has to prove that central simple algebras can be split by particularly 
nice fields, e.g., abelian extensions which are themselves epimorphic images 
of twisted group rings over k. We finish this section with an easy observa- 
tion 
COROLLARY 3.10. The Merkuriev-Suslin theorem is not valid for number 
rings with nontrivial Brauer group. 
Proof If Br(R) is not trivial, then there exists an element in Br(R)(m) 
(cf. [9, p. 78, Theorem 6.361). But CSab(R) = CStb. If x : RG’ +-+ A is a 
representation such that (Cl E U(R), then IGJ = 1 and A = R. Hence 
CSab(R) is trivial. 1 
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4. SOME LARGE SUBGROUPS OF THE PROJECTIVE-SCHUR GROUP 
In this section we give a general construction for elements of the projec- 
tive-Schur group of R. In case R is a number field, this construction will 
be enough to prove that CS(R)= B(R). We will also apply it to the 
rational part of the Brauer group of a field k. It then turns out that, under 
a mild condition on cyclic extensions of k, this rational part is contained 
in CS(k). We first return to the case of a connected, commutative ring R. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A Galois extension S of R is a Kummer extension iff 
there exist a group G and a cocycle c E Z*(G, U(R)) such that S is an 
epimorphic image of RG”. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Galois extensions of the form R( fi, 6, . ..) are Kummer 
extensions. 
THEOREM 4.3. The Kummer extensions of R form a directed set under 
inclusion. 
Proof Let Sz be a separable closure of R (cf. [3, p. 103, Theorem 3.33). 
We view separable extensions of R as being embedded in Q. Let S and T 
be Kummer extensions of R. Then S and T are separable algebras which 
are epimorphic images of twisted group rings, hence so is S@ T and any 
connected component K of it. By [3, p. 98, Theorem 2.91, there exists a 
normal, separable extension N of K which is connected. Let ui, . . . . (T, be the 
embeddings of K in Q. Then N is isomorphic to o,(K) . . . o,(K). So N is a 
Kummer extension and S, T may be viewed as subrings of N. 1 
For any Galois extension S of R, we denote by B(S) the Galois group 
of S over R and by p(S) the roots of unity of S. We have the usual crossed 
product map 
j: H’(Q(S), U(S)) + B(R): CH (S, 9(S), c). 
For any Kummer extension S of R, we consider H2(9(S), U(R)) and 
H2(9(S), n(S)) as well as their images by j in Br(R). 
DEFINITION 4.4. &f”“(R) = l&,j(H’($(S), U(R))). 
&p”(R) = l&r, j(H2(S(S), p(S))), where S runs over the Kummer 
extensions of R. 
By the previous theorem, these groups are well defined. 
THEOREM 4.5. &f”“(R) + &p”(R) E CS(R). 
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Proof: We prove that BrF”“(R)s CS(R). The analogous result for 
Brr”“(R) can be proved in a similar way, although a bit less complicated. 
We have to prove that any crossed product algebra (S, 3(S), c) determines 
a class of CS(R), when S is a Kummer extension of R and c takes its values 
in p(S). The elements of (S, Y(S), c) will be denoted by w,. 
Let $: RGd -H S be an epimorphism. The elements of RGd will be 
denoted by vg. We will construct a group T, a cocycle t E Z’(G, U(R)), and 
a map y : RT’ -+ (S, Y(S), c) which is an epimorphism. The above data will 
be constructed in that order. 
Let K=13,.q,s, G. By (s,)~ we will denote an arbitrary element of K. 
The group ‘3(S) acts on K by cp 
cp: g(S)xK+K: (~9 (go),)- (g,),,. 
Let M be the subgroup of p(S) generated by the values of c. Then ‘3(S) 
acts on M by the Galois action on S. We denote this action by $. 
Define T by K x M x 3(S) as a set, with multiplication given by 
((g,),, m9 ~)(vb),~ 4 B) = ((gob,),, m4n), 40 
We define a 2-cocycle on T by the rule 
t ((kLn my u), (VbL 4 D)) = n 4&n h*-kr) 4% Lo 
acs 
The elements of RT’ will be denoted by x~(,~)~,,,,). We define 
The map y is an R-module isomorphism. Moreover, the group T and the 
cocycle t have been constructed so that y is an algebra map. This proves 
the theorem. 1 
As promised above, we can now give an easy proof of the fact that 
CS(K) = Br(k) when k is a number field 
THEOREM 4.6. v k is a number $eld, then CS(k) = Br(k). 
Proof: By Theorem 4.4, it is sufficient to prove that Brr”“(k) = Br(k). 
Let A be an arbitrary, central simple algebra over k, of index m. There 
exists a cyclotomic extension k(c) of k and a cyclic extension I of k such 
that 1 splits A and 1~ k(c) (cf. [ 1, p. 192, Lemma]). Then A is similar to 
(I, %(I), c), for some 2-cocycle c taking values in k*. Let c” denote the infla- 
tion of c to S(k([)). Then E takes its values in k* and (k(c), B(k(c)), 2) is 
similar to A. Also [(k(i), S(k(lJ), F)] E Brf”“(k). 1 
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In our final application, we prove that the rational part of the Brauer 
group is contained in CS(k) under a mild condition on cyclic extensions of 
k. Let k, be the separable closure of k, then we have the crossed product 
map j: H*(+?(k,), k,*) -9 B(k). 
DEFINITION 4.7. Brat(k) =j(H’(%(k,), k*)). 
In order to prove our assertion on BF(k), we first prove by ordinary 
Galois theory a lemma 
LEMMA 4.8. Assume that every cyclic extension of k is contained in a 
Kummer extension. Then the same holds for abelian extensions. 
Proof Let 1 be an abelian extension. Decompose %(I) in its cyclic com- 
ponents, g(Z) = @ i Hi. Let Ji = ej + i Hi and let I& be the fixed field of Ji. 
By Galois theory it follows that $ : oi ZJ’ --) 1 is an isomorphism. Since lJi 
was contained in a Kummer extension, so is 1. 1 
THEOREM 4.9. If every cyclic extension of k is contained in a Kummer 
extension, then &(R)‘“‘(k) E CS(k). 
Proof: Let CE H’(‘%(k),, k*). There exists a finite extension 1 of k such 
that CE H*“%(Z), k*). Now Opolka proves that 
H*@(Z), k*) = H’(%(l), p(k*)) x H*(Y(Z)/3(Z)‘, k*/p(k*)), 
where the ’ denotes the commutator subgroup [cf. [8, p. 16, Satz 11). 
Clearly, the cocycles c E H*($(/), p(k*)) g’ lve rise to elements in &(k)(m), 
which by Corollary 3.9 is equal to CSab(k). 
g(1)/%(1) is the Galois group of an abelian extension n of k. So we may 
assume that c is the inflation of a cocycle c” on s(n). By the lemma and the 
assumption, n is contained in a Kummer extension, say p. Let c* be the 
inflation of c” to ‘Z?(p). Then 
(1, g(O, c) - (6 s(n), z) - (P, W-J), c*). 
By Theorem 4.5, [(p, g(p), c*)] E CS(k). 1 
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